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Abstract: Studies on gesture-based learning environments show that student science learning 

is enhanced by gesturing, but few studies describe students' challenges using gesture-augmented 

technology for learning. I examined students' representational challenges when using a gesture-

augmented simulation to learn thermal conduction. Using grounded coding to analyze three 

middle school students' videos using the simulation, operational and conceptual challenges 

emerged as pertinent factors impacting their sensemaking. Implications and suggestions for 

further research follow. 

 

Interest in designing gesture-based digital environments is growing as studies show gesturing shapes students’ 

thinking, learning, and communicating (Church & Goldin-Meadow, 2017). Comprised of a class of embodied 

Mixed Reality learning environments, gesture-based technology has been shown to enhance student learning 

(Abrahamson et al., 2020). However, gesturing about scientific concepts in augmented contexts is a novel 

experience for many students leading to new sensemaking challenges. For gesture-based technology to support 

student science learning, there is a need to understand what challenges they experience when using gesture-

augmented technologies and what instructional supports can support their smooth adoption and engagement with 

the tool to enhance scientific inquiry.  

In this study, I explored students’ representational challenges using a gesture-augmented computer 

simulation to explain thermal conduction to understand how their actions around representing molecules in the 

computer simulation through gesture impacted their conceptual understanding. The simulation (Figure 1) depicts 

a molecular model of a spoon with temperature gauges on both ends of the model. A student makes a fist over 

LeapmotionTM to depict a block of molecules. Wiggling the fist makes one block of molecules (indicated by green 

color) vibrate faster and the adjacent gauge to show temperature rising. In this way, a student uses a conceptually-

congruent gesture (Segal, 2011) to run the simulation and see heat transfer occurring at the molecular level.  

  

 
Figure 1. A user shaking their fist to make the left block of molecules shake and the temperature to rise. 

Methods 
To explore students’ interaction with the simulation, I examined video data from a design-research project 

developing gesture-augmented computer simulations for various physical science topics. In each video, a student 

was interviewed using the simulation to explain heat transfer through molecular motion. Three eighth-grade 

students were selected from the data corpus for a case study. These students were selected considering differences 

in how they made sense of gesture augmentation and the mechanistic nature of their final explanations. Using 

methods of grounded theory, video was coded for how each student talked about gesture-augmentation. Two kinds 

of codes emerged, capturing student sensemaking around the operational and conceptual dimensions of gesturing. 

These codes were applied to student talk across the length of time of simulation use to explore temporal patterns 

between codes and the mechanistic nature of their explanations. Preliminary insights from this coding follow.   

Findings and discussion 
Grounded coding showed two ways students addressed gesture-augmentation while constructing explanations of 

heat transfer. The first was operational and was related to ways they thought gesturing controlled the simulation. 
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 For instance, when Avondre (all names are pseudonyms) used the simulation, he stated, “When I move my fist 

more, the molecules will move more.” This kind of talk showed Avondre establishing the intended understanding 

of gesture control, but it was also used to capture moments of alternate understandings. For instance, Janine talked 

about a difference in control between her left hand and her right hand. She explained that “I have more control, I 

guess, so with this hand [her left hand]. So, it probably was easier for me to shake it and have it go higher instead 

of this one because it’ll lose this one [her right hand].” In this way, this code captured different ways students saw 

how their gesturing controlled the simulation and it signaled when the gesture became salient to them during their 

time with the simulation.  

The second code addressed the conceptual connections students made regarding the representation of 

gesture in this context. This code indicated when students attended to their hand as representing molecules in the 

simulation. For instance, Avondre clearly articulated the conceptual connection twice. He first addressed it when 

introduced to gesture control, and he later stated it again in conjunction with a mechanism for heat transfer by 

saying, “when I bump my fists together, it represents the green molecules right there, and it bumps into all of them 

which creates a chain reaction of bumping…” On the other hand, Janine offered a different conceptual connection 

by saying, “maybe [my fist is] the spoon, like the molecules of the spoon or something. Like, maybe this represents 

the bowl of it and then like my arm represents the spoon?” In this way, this code indicated when students began 

appropriating the simulation’s gesture as part of a molecular model of heat transfer. 

 

 
Figure 2. A timeline depicting student talk about gesture while using the simulation. 

 

Finally, for temporal patterns, I plotted each student’s code on a timeline and examined the frequency 

and timing of gesture talk (Figure 2). The plot shows that Wade addressed more operational aspects of gesture 

while Avondre and Janine addressed a few more conceptual aspects. Given that at the end of the interview, 

Avondre and Janine described canonically accurate mechanistic models of conduction, whereas Wade’s 

explanation was not canonically accurate, extended talk about operations may indicate a student’s difficulty 

understanding how gesture functions with the simulation. This temporal pattern has implications for simulation 

design and instruction. While operational talk always occurs with the use of new digital tools, more design 

research is needed to help reduce students’ cognitive load on understanding tool operation. Meanwhile, students 

are typically unaware of how they can use gestures to support their scientific sensemaking. More research is 

needed to support students using gestures as tools for modeling and communicating scientific ideas.  
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